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Witch Resistance Board

Dark Witch Mat
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23 Dark Witch cards 
(5 light purple Hex 
cards, 18 dark purple 
Spell cards

5 uniqe Emotion 
Love

Transforms your Spell 
damage to have healing 
properties to your fellow 
teammates. The healing is 
equivalent to the Spell’s 
power 
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72 Spell cards (18 of each element

100 energy tokens



PREMISE

The object of the game is to defeat the Dark Witch 
depleting all its negative energy (kind of like its 
health) and convert it to postive energy (which 
you can use to power up your Emotion spells). To 
deplete negative energy, each player must play Spell 

SETUP

Players should sit in a cross formation with each 
player having to sit directly across from another 
player with one player on their left and right sides. 
Put the Witch's Dark Energy tokens on top of the 
Witch itself. 

Place the Dark Witch and the Resistance board in 
the middle, and have a deck of Witch cards next to 
them. Place a deck of Spell cards within reach of ev-
eryone, and flip 5 cards side-by-side next to each 
other next to the Spell deck. 

Place the Emotion cards face-up in everyone's reach 
as well. 



SPELLS

Damage

Element

Bonds

Damage is how much of the Dark Witch's negative energy 
you can turn to positive energy. 
The Element of the spell is the type of damage it deals. 
The Bonds indicate how many bonds the spell can form 
with another spell. See the next page for more details. 



BONDS
Bonds are how spells successfully go off. The important thing to re-
member about spells is that they only work if they form a Bond
with another spell. To form a bond, your spell must point one
of its arrows to a different player who also points a Bond arrow
toward you. Both players have to point to each other; just having 
one arrow toward another player won't work. It must be mutual. 

You can form a Bond with multiple players, but you only need 
one successful Bond for your spell to work. Your spell can only 
fire once per turn. Spells that have more potential to form Bonds
are generally weaker than spells that can only form one Bond. 

There are 3 variations of Bond arrows; a single arrow pointing to 
another single player, two arrows to your left and right, and 
three arrows pointing to all players. 



Bonds are how spells successfully go off. The important thing to re-
member about spells is that they only work if they form a Bond
with another spell. To form a bond, your spell must point one
of its arrows to a different player who also points a Bond arrow
toward you. Both players have to point to each other; just having 
one arrow toward another player won't work. It must be mutual. 

Some cards can't form bonds with each other even if their 
arrows are pointing toward each other. This occurs if the 
cards' elements aren't compatible with each other. If incom-
patible elements point toward each other, the Spells fizzle 
and the player is essentially out of the round that turn. 
They must place their cards face-down. See the examples at 
the end of the rulesheet for a more visual guide. 

ELEMENTS

Ice spells are incompatible with Fire 
spells and Earth spells are incompatible 
with Air spells. Every other interaction 
is okay, even same-element spells. 



Love

Every player you form a 
bond with this turn is 
healed by the monster's 
attack instead of getting 
damaged. 

Transforms your Spell 
damage to have healing 
properties to your fellow 
teammates. The healing is 
equivalent to the Spell’s 
power 

WILL

Courage

Your Spell gains +2 power 
for every point of health 
the players have lost. 

PASSION

Your Spell becomes
compatible with every 
element this turn.  

Your Spell fires twice if 
you successfully form a 
bond.  
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EMOTION CARDS

Emotion cards are powerful cards that can be 
played alongside a normal Spell card and give 
them game-changing effects. Only 1 Emotion card 
can be played per turn. To use an Emotion card, 
a player must expend some of the Positive 
energy they converted from the Dark Witch's 
negative energy (the value is written on each 
card). Once the Emotion is used, the player must 
put the card back in the middle of the playing 
area until it is used again. 



After the monster is hit with a spell, it uses magic 
to try and grow resistant to the attack. Each spell 
that successfully hits the monster causes the Mon-
ster Token to move toward the element of the spell. 
The monster can only move in cardinal directions. 
The monster moves one space multiplied by the suc-
cessful spell's damage value. If the spell hits multiple 
times, the monster moves for each hit. 

Players can try to manipulate the monster's position on the board to deal more 
damage. Each time a spell hits, it gains +1 damage for each space in between the 
monster's current position and the corresponding element side of the board. For 
example, in the middle position  indicated by the gray circle, each spell of every 
element will deal an additional +2 damage. 

After the spell hits and the additional damage bonus is applied, the Monster token 
moves toward the element. The amount of spaces it moves is equivalent to the 
damage value of the spell it was just hit by. 

Resistance



GAME FLOW

1. In the first round, each player is dealt 5 cards. The player who last did a selfless 
deed in real life goes first, and then the turn is clockwise. 

2. Take the top card of the WItch's spell deck and display it face-up for all players 
to see. This will affect the players' actions. If the Witch is at half health or less, 
one of the Witch's Hex cards are also played alongside its normal Spell card. 

3. The player will put, face-down in front of them, the Spell they wish to play. If 
they wish to use an Emotion card, this must be declared at the same time. The 
player who put down a Spell can declare 1 piece of information about the card: its 
element, or the amount of Bond connections it can form. 

4. Once a spell is played, the player then draws one card from the five face-up 
cards next to the Spell Deck. Once the player picks one, they must draw from the 
top of the Spell Deck and replace the card they took. If the Spell deck is empty, 
take the discard pile and use it as the new Spell Deck. It is then the next players' 
turn, and they perform steps 1-3. 

5. Once all players have put down their spells, they all reveal them face-up. In the 
same order players put down the spells, they resolve their Bonds and see if their 
spells fired successfully. 

6. If a spell does hit the Witch, take the corresponding amount of the Witch's 
negative energy tokens off the Witch. Tokens taken off the Witch are now Posi-
tive energy tokens that can be used at the girls' disposal. The Witch token on the 
Resistance board moves accordingly in the direction of the spell it was hit most 
recently by (see Resistance for more details). 

7. Once every player has resolved their turn, the Witch attacks. Follow instruc-
tions according to the WItch's spell card, and put damage counters on the players 
where necessary. 

8. Put all the spells used that turn (successful or not) and put them in a separate 
discard pile. Now, every player must give their hand to the player to their left, 
while receiving a hand from the player on the right. 

9. Repeat steps 1-8 until the Witch is  in which case it is the players' victory. 
However, if the Witch deals enough damage to a single player until they have no 
Life left, it is the players' shared loss. 



Very Successful Turn

In this turn, all cards' elements are compatible with 
each other, and many successful Bonds were formed. 
Each spell successfully fires as well, since they 
formed at least one Bond with another card. No in-
compatible elements pointed toward each other. 



Bad Turn
In this turn, the Fire and Ice spells attempted to 
point at each other. This would cancel both of them 
out, rendering them essentially moot this turn. How-
ever, the other two cards still succesfully point 
toward each other and can form a Bond due to com-
patible elements, regardless of the mishap of the other 
two spells. 


